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WHEN IT COMES TO ART, LESS IS OFTEN MORE 
An exhibition of Stone. Glass. Wood. at West Branch Gallery & Sculpture Park. 
 
By: Richard Alther, painter, blogger, novelist 

Lovers of sculpture are likely acquainted with Storm King, the grand-scale outdoor park 
north of New York. Each work--from Moore to Hepworth to Noguchi--is presented in a 
near-meadow of its own, thrilling and stunning against the vast, natural backdrop. 

How appropriate here in Vermont to find three such abstract artists who link the heart 
and mind to the natural surround. Paul Schwieder, Duncan Johnson and Chris Curtis, 
will be exhibiting their works in the upcoming show Stone. Glass. Wood. at West 
Branch Gallery & Sculpture Park August 16 – October 31, 2014.  The opening reception 
is open to the public and will be on Saturday, August 16th from 6:00 – 8:30 PM at West 
Branch Gallery. 

The glass work of Paul Schwieder at first startles with the sheer simplicity of lush 
monochrome. That in itself is attention-getting and risk-taking in our world with its 
constant avalanche of visual stimuli. The pieces float or soar. They are not literal birds 
but suggest such a sense of freedom and joy in that. Others are in-turned, skeletal, fetal, 
crustacean, but nothing in particular except earthen. No way in a religious sense but in a 
spiritual fashion Schwieder's glass has reduced the universal to its elemental core. 

The intricate wood constructions of Duncan Johnson, although certifiably "abstract," are 
happy, pure and simple. Here is an unequivocal emotion. His intent is not to express 
doomsday or some statement. Yet it's impossible to miss the cheerfulness and vivacity 
of these pieces. There is a folk-art, Everyman feel. Yes, we are informed that this wood 
is salvaged often from landfills and reincarnated from possibly ignominious prior lives. 
A shed floor, an outhouse door, a shipping crate: what does it matter? It's a celebration 
of complementary colors and textures, art from artifacts. We can all root for a second 
chance: underdog wood. 

No question the imposing stone or metal sculptures of Chris Curtis are cerebral. There 
are serious ideas at work here. The genius is not knowing which ideas, or why they 
merit focus. But the pieces do challenge and provoke at gut level. They are of weighty 
substance. At the same time they are utterly simple of line. They offer no answers yet 
command your attention and curiosity. Or not: one can merely reside by them, 
acknowledging their dutiful place in the world and, as such, be reminded that each of us 
is just one of the multitude. Curtis's work shares that kind of depth. Man (in this case, 
the artist) is incidental, but nature is monumental, the source, ultimately, for all of art. 

Thank goodness we need a reprieve from ourselves, and love art for both escape and 
connection to other realms. As a novelist and storyteller I almost have it easy. If I'm 
lucky enough to grab a reader from the start, he or she can "suspend disbelief," as in 
good movies, get hooked, and follow along, any "message" swallowed undetected and 
absorbed into the marrow, bypassing the censors. Abstract sculpture uniquely seduces a 
more discerning audience, a less encumbered viewer. At this these three artists, each in 
his way, are masterful and alluring.  

	  


